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Justice System Background
The criminal procedure system in Guatemala was formerly inquisitorial and carried out secretly in
writing. This system has been replaced by an adversarial system, which includes an oral process, as well
as public trials as the main decision-making procedure. The duties of investigation, charge filing, and
judgment have been assigned, respectively, to the police (PNC), The Public Prosecutors Office (MP) and
the Judiciary. The enactment of the Criminal Procedural Code, in force since 1994, intended to achieve a
criminal justice system that was more agile and effective in the prosecution of crimes, in particular crimes
of high social impact. The MP has an annual budget line item in the General Budget of the Nation so as
not to be dependent on any other ministry.
The MP may require the cooperation of any official and administrative authority of any governmental
bodies for the performance of its duties. These bodies are required to cooperate without delay and must
provide any documents or reports that the MP requests within the legal time periods and the terms set out
in the requests. Lastly, the MP directs the National Civilian Police (PNC), which is part of the Ministry of
the Interior, in the investigative phase of criminal proceedings and in executing arrest orders.1
The National Civilian Police (PNC) also has an internal police mechanism for investigating security force
abuse and misconduct in the Office of Professional Responsibility (ORP).2 The functions of the ORP are
to detect and investigate or provide support in the investigation of all serious instances of abuse,
corruption and inappropriate or criminal conduct in which members of the PNC appear to be involved.
ORP can initiate investigations—of its own accord, upon receiving complaints, or upon the request of an
authority—into actions committed by police that may warrant criminal prosecution. The ORP has at times
suffered from poor leadership and a lack of resources and political will. US State Department reports
―revealed that PNC authorities often opt to transfer police rather than subject them to judicial processes.‖3
Political Background and Years Preceding CICIG Creation
Guatemala ended its 36-year-long internal armed conflict in 1996, during which an estimated 200,000,
mostly civilians, were killed or were disappeared.4 During the internal armed conflict, and especially as
military assistance was reduced in the 1980’s, the Guatemalan army (and especially military intelligence
officers) increasingly became involved with – and started developing their own - organized crime groups
to coincide with state interests;5 they had control over certain areas, like ports, airports, and border
checkpoints.
In the post war period, organized crime groups have diversified their activities and have expanded their
powers of infiltration. Currently, these groups are so developed that they have professional networks
including judges, lawyers and journalists in both the public and private sectors, who advocate and operate
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to ensure that the illegal organizations and their clandestine structures, now organized crime groups,
continue operating in impunity.6
Following the failure of a 1999 referendum on a legislative reform package meant to codify many of the
Peace Accord agreements, Guatemalan NGO’s and their international partners7, as well as UN
procedures8 started developing a series of reports and proposals that chronicled the substantial weaknesses
of the Guatemalan police and judiciary, the infiltration by military and former military officers allied with
organized crime groups into key government positions, and ongoing and increasing violence9 and threats
against human rights defenders and social movement actors. These efforts formed the basis of the CICIG
Agreement proposals.
CICIG
After Guatemalan Vice President Eduardo Stein signed the CICIG agreement with the UN10 on December
12, 2006, in January 2007 VP Stein started conferring with political parties to explain some of the
agreements’ details and lobby on its behalf.11 On February 19, 2007, the main Guatemalan Daily Prensa
Libre came out with an article which cited the Vice President as saying that organized crime effectively
had control of six of Guatemala’s 22 departments and a foothold in three others.12 That same day three
Salvadoran members of the Central American Parliament (PARLACEN) and their driver traveling to
Guatemala were tortured, shot to death and then set on fire in their car. Four police officers, including the
head of the organized crime unit of the Guatemalan Police, were arrested and charged with the murders.
While in their cells in a maximum security prison, the four suspects were killed just before they were to
be questioned by FBI agents helping in the investigation.13 A few days later, Stein admitted that organized
crime had infiltrated the Guatemalan Police.14 Not long afterwards, despite resistance from Rios Montt’s
FRG Party, Otto Perez Molina of the Patriot Party (PP) and Alvaro Colom of the National Unity for Hope
Party (UNE) got behind the CICIG agreement, and the President sent CICIG to the Congress for debate
and ratification. Ultimately, because of the way in which the measure came to the floor, CICIG needed to
pass Congress by a two-thirds majority, which it narrowly did on August 1, 2007 with all members from
the PP, UNE and GANA political parties unanimously in support.
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CICIG is an independent commission with a UN affiliation that is embedded fully within the national
justice system. It is funded by international donors and is administered by the UNDP. 15 CICIG’s mandate
is to ―support, strengthen, and assist‖ state institutions investigating and prosecuting crimes committed in
connection with the activities of organized crime groups and clandestine security organizations.16
CICIG has the power to 1) collect information from any person, official or private entity; 2) promote
criminal prosecutions by filing criminal complaints and join a criminal proceeding as a complementary
prosecutor; 3) Provide technical advice in investigations and advise State bodies in the implementation of
such administrative proceedings against state officials; 4) Report to the authorities the names of civil
servants who have allegedly committed administrative offenses and act as an interested third party in the
administrative disciplinary proceedings; 5) Guarantee confidentiality to witnesses, victims, experts or
collaborators who assist CICIG; 6) Request statements, documents, reports and cooperation from any
official or state administrative authority of the State – Officials are obligated to comply with such request
without delay; 7) Request the Public Prosecutor and the Government to ensure the safety of witnesses,
victims and all those who assist in its investigations, and provide advice to authorities on adoption and
implementation of such measures; 8) Request and supervise an investigation team of proven competence
and moral integrity; 9) Publish general and thematic reports on its activities and the result thereof,
including recommendations pursuant to its mandate.
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